Discovering the Art

The City of West Hollywood is one of Southern California’s most pedestrian-friendly cities. A walk through any of the neighborhoods in West Hollywood yields a harvest of urban delights. From the wide strolling sidewalks along Santa Monica Boulevard to the rock-glam of Sunset Boulevard (aka the Sunset Strip), the quiet elegance of the Avenues of Art & Design, eclectic neighborhood businesses and stunning architecture, a walk in West Hollywood is rich in culture, history, and art.

In celebration of West Hollywood’s 25th Anniversary of Cityhood, the City, through its Arts and Cultural Affairs Commission, designed a walking map that will guide you to the 48 works of public art throughout West Hollywood.

Some of the works, such as the 30 sculptures in the collection, present themselves overtly. Others are more integrated into the architecture of buildings, such as tile work, stained glass windows, and murals.
Create Your Tour

To assist in locating the art works, the map divides West Hollywood into four districts: Northwest, Southwest, Central, & Eastside. We encourage you to find your own path, create your own tour. The pleasure of walking in West Hollywood is the unexpected discovery of walkable neighborhoods, historic buildings, ethnic communities and sprinkled throughout, the City’s commitment to enhancing neighborhoods with delightful and unexpected encounters with art.

● NORTHWEST

01 UNTITLED
Elena Irving, 1987
Sculpture
1006 Carol Dr

02 THE TROJAN
Unknown Artist, 1988
Sculpture
960 N. Doheny Dr

03 ABSTRACT
Paul Betouliere, 1989
Sculpture
930 N. Doheny Dr

04 UNTITLED
Hamilton Cooke, 1988
Fountain
9024 Cynthia St

05 OGLING
Anne Marie Karlsen, 2009
Tile Work
8969 Santa Monica Bl (Pavilions)

● SOUTHWEST

06 WHERE FIRE MEETS WATER
Michael Amescua, 1999
Architectural
8866 Cynthia St (Fire Station)

07 CYNTHIA PALM
Christina Ulke, 2009
Sculpture
8833 Cynthia St

08 UNTITLED
Lee Kelly, 1988
Sculpture
8815 Cynthia St

09 STAIRWAY SCULPTURE
Paul Betouliere, 1987
Sculpture
884 N. Palm Ave

10 UNTITLED
R. Nikkhessal, 1988
Sculpture
939 N. Palm Ave

11 LA BODEGA
Alan S. Boivin, 1989
Architectural
963 N. Larrabee St

12 SERENITY FOUNTAIN
Adam Leventhal, 2001
Fountain
1014 Hilldale Ave

13 PATTERN LANGUAGE
Charles Fine, 2009
Sculptural Gates
1020 San Vicente Bl (London Hotel)

14 3-D SCULPTURE
Donald Jackson, 1987
Sculpture
1115 N. Larrabee St

15 ARCHWAY
John Canavier, 1987
Sculpture
8819 Harratt St

16 OWL DREAM
Eric Leimburg, 1998
Sculpture
1145 N. Horn Ave

17 UNTITLED
Leslie Constance, 1991
Sculpture
990 N. Hancock Ave

18 UNTITLED
David Verano, 1987
Sculpture
8562 West Knoll Dr

19 UNTITLED
Bowman, 1997
Mural
8611 Santa Monica Bl (Trader Joe’s)

20 SURFBOARD TIKI
Peter Shire, 1987
Sculpture
8585 Santa Monica Bl (Ramada Hotel)

21 EYE FLOWER
James Surls, 2002
Sculpture
8560 & 8590 Sunset Bl (Sunset Millennium)

22 IMPLIED ARCH
John Geise, 1991
Sculpture
1121 N. La Cienega Bl

23 A MOMENT IN TIME
Gifford Myers, 2001
Sculpture
9105 Beverly Bl (Bristol Farms)

24 UNTITLED
Billy Al Bengston, 1996
Mural
310 N. San Vicente Bl

25 PAW PRINT
Unknown, 1997
Glass Door
8808 Melrose Ave

26 CAULDRON STONE
Artist Yoshikawa, 1999
Sculpture
613 West Knoll Dr

27 AGE OF NOISE
Bruce Odland, 2002
Sculpture
8840 Santa Monica Bl

28 UNTITLED
Richard Wyatt, 1995
Architectural
861 Westbourne Dr

29 UNTITLED
Unknown, 1996
Sculpture
8520 Santa Monica Bl (Koo Koo Roo)

30 CHILDREN’S CLOCK
Lynn Goodpasture, 2003
Architectural
563 N. Alfred St (Center for Childhood Education)

31 825 OVER 2
John O’Brien, 2008
Sculpture
825 N. Kings Road

32 UNTITLED
Leonard Cave, 2009
Sculpture
1000 N. Kings Rd (Kings Road Park)

33 DODGE HOUSE ART WALL
Artist, 2009
Architectural
1260 N. Harper Ave

34 FLORAFORM
Paul Tzanetopoulos, 1995
Interior Tile Work
8383 Santa Monica Bl

35 BECOMING
Hyunsook Cho, 2008
Fountain and Tile Work
1146 N. Hacienda Pl

36 UNTITLED
Cynthia Barber, 1987
Sculpture
1156 N. Hacienda Pl

37 UNTITLED
Phillipe Starck, 1996
Sculpture
8440 Sunset Bl (Mondrian Hotel)

38 THE DEPARTURE (cover)
Jacob Hashimoto, 2008
Sculpture
8401 Sunset Bl (Andaz Hotel)

39 THE LIGHTNESS OF BEING
Patrick McGrath, 2003
Sculpture
1414 N. Harper Ave

40 REINA DE LOS ANGELES
Peter Dudar & Sally Mark, 1992
Sculpture
1320 N. Harper Ave

41 ALL TILED UP
Massoud Arabshahi, 1990
Architectural
1274 N. Harper Ave

42 UNTITLED
Unknown, 1989
Architectural
1260 N. Harper Ave

43 WITH AN EAR TO THE EARTH
Steve Roden, 2008
Sculpture
1351 N. Havenhurst Dr (Havenhurst Park)

44 TREE OF LIFE
David Rosen, 1988
Mural
1031 N. Crescent Hts. Bl

● EASTSIDE

45 BUS STOP GARDEN
Barbara McCarren, 2000
Urban Design
7900 Santa Monica Bl (Whole Foods)

46 SPHINX
Richard Turner, 2000
Sculpture
7377 Santa Monica Bl (Plummer Park)

47 TREE FORM
Karl Saliter, 2009
Sculpture
1140 N. Formosa St (Formosa Park)

48 e/MOTION
Paul Tzanetopoulos, 2003
Video Screen
7102 Santa Monica Bl (West Hollywood Gateway)

OTHER PLACES OF INTEREST

- West Hollywood Park
- Pacific Design Center
- Kings Road Park
- City Hall
- Matthew Shepard Human Rights Triangle
- William S. Hart Park
- Havenhurst Park
- Plummer Park
- Formosa Park
- The Lot
- Formosa Cafe